Introduction
Let / : X -• P n be a morphism from a variety X C P n to the projective space P n over a field K. If for some set 3 of lines of P n almost every line (i.e. off a set of nonzero codimension) is of the form [x, f(x)] (x £ X) we say that the set 3 realizes the mapping f. Here [a, 6] denotes the line passing through the points a, b.
In this paper a relationship between rational morphisms, their realizations by algebraic sets of lines and the corresponding subvarieties of Pliicker quadrics is presented.
This connection is used to prove some theorems which provide more information about rational morphisms and lead to interesting conclusions. In particular using our methods we obtain theorems about birational morphisms of the projective line. Geometric constructions of rational mappings are examined in [1] , [4] , [6] , [9] .
In the above references some examples of our general point of view can also be found.
We assume throughout this paper that the field K is algebraically closed.
1. Preliminaries 1.1. Projective sets and rational mappings. A projective set in the n-dimensional projective space P n is the set of zeros of a finite number of forms Fi(x 0 , £i,..., x n ) = 0, i = 1,2,..., k. Taking projective sets as closed sets we obtain a topology in P n called the Zariski topology. A rational morphism / : X -• P n from a projective set X C P n is represented in the form
where Fi are forms of the same degree. Forms Gi give another representation of the same morphism exactly when Fi(x)Gj(x) = Fj(x)Gi(x) for all 0 < i,j < n and x 6 X. A rational mapping / is regular at x G X if there exists a representation (1.1.2) in which Fi(x) / 0 for some 0 < i < n. The rational mapping is regular on X if it is regular at every x € X. Proof. See [8] , p. 70. The homogeneous coordinates pij, 0 < i < j < n, in P m are ordered lexicographically. The homogeneous coordinates of the image of the line in this mapping will be called the Pliicker coordinates of the line, and the projective set PQn is the Pliicker variety of lines.
Pliicker coordinates of lines. Let
A subset 3 C Cn is called an algebraic set of lines if Qn{3) is an irreducible projective subset of PQn. 2. Projective subvarieties of the Pliicker variety PQ n of rational morphisms 2.1. Construction of an assignment. Let X C P n be the projective set determined by the system of equations
and let / : X -• P n be a rational mapping which can be represented in the form (1.1.2), i.e.
where FQ, F\,..., F N are forms of the same degree. Let us consider the set of zeros of (n + 1, m + l)-biforms:
Because the left hand sides of these equations are (n +1, m + l)-biforms, from Theorem 1.1.1 it follows that they describe a closed projective set in P n xP m , where m = ("+ 1 ) -1. We will denote it by E X f. Because the projection 7r2 :
and y G P m , is a regular morphism, by Theorem 1.1.3 the image 7r2(Exf) = Xf C P m is a closed projective set. From (2.1.1) and from 1.3 we obtain Xf C PQ n .
The projective set Xf depends on the representation of the mapping /. Taking Xf to be the intersection of all projective sets Xf for different representations of / we obtain a uniquely defined projective set.
Properties of the projective set Xf. Let us introduce three sets of lines:
• Xf w is the image under Q n of the set of all lines of the form [x, f{x)] where a; is a regular point of the rational mapping / and f(x) ^ x,
• Xf s is the image under Q n of the set of all lines passing through the fixed points of / (x = /(x)),
• Xf n is the image under Q n of the set of all lines passing through the singular points of /. Proof. In the notation of 2.1, adding to (2.1.1) the equations X{Fj(x) -XjFi(x) = 0, 0 < i < j < n, and proceeding analogously to 2.1 we obtain the projective set Xf sn . Similarly, if we add to (2.1.1) the equations Fi(x) = 0, i = 0,1,..., n, we obtain the projective set Xf n . We denote by Xf r and Xf dp the closures of Proof. This follows from the decomposition (2.2.2) and from the fact Xf dp has a nonzero codimension in Xf.
The projective set Xf r can be obtained directly as the closure of Xf w in the Zariski topology without the knowledge of the decomposition (2.2.2). Moreover Xf w = H(X), where H : X -> PQ n is the rational mapping defined as follows: if the polynomials Fq,Fi,..., F M determine the mapping f in the form (1.1.2), then for x = (xq : X\ : ... : x n ) 6 X, pij = X{Fj(x) -xjFi(x), 0 < i < j < n.
The projective sets Xf and Xf r of the Pliicker variety assigned to the rational mapping / realized by the algebraic set of lines Q~1(Xf r ) provide additional possibilities of geometric investigations of rational mappings. If we had used only the projective set Xf r without the knowledge of Xf and its decomposition (2.2.2) we would not be able to obtain the following interesting result. Prom Corollary 2.2.5 it follows that every line belonging to the algebraic set of lines realizing the rational mapping / of the projective set X is determined by a point x € X and by its image different from x or passing through the fixed or singular point of /.
An important application of Corollary 2.2.5 will be presented in the next section and in other papers from this series.
To complete the properties of Xf we can easily see that:
3. Rational mapping of a line in P 2 EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X be a line in P 2 determined by the equation X2 = 0 and let f : X P 2 be the rational mapping defined in the following way:
where aoo a n -O10O01 ^ 0.
As £2 = 0 the system (2. Proof. The property that Xf r is an irreducible curve follows from Corollary 2.2.6 and from the fact f(X) is not contained in X. It remains to show that the point Q2(X) is of order n -1. Then the property (b) follows from the well known duality.
Suppose that Q2{X) is of order n -k, where k > 2. In this case almost every line passing through this point intersects the curve Xf r at least in two points different from Q2(X). This means that for almost every x E X there exist two lines belonging to the algebraic set of lines Q^1 {X f r ) and passing through this point different from the line X. This contradicts Corollary 2.2.5 from which it follows that for x regular and nonfixed, there may exist at most one such line. Also, the order of the point Qi{X) cannot be greater than n -1. Otherwise n = 1, but in this case the pencil of lines with vertex on the line X cannot realize the rational mapping.
If X is any irreducible curve in P 2 and f : X -* P 2 is any rational nonidentity mapping then one can determine the order of a fixed point of /. With these assumptions the projective set Xf is determined by one equation F(Poi,Po2,Pi2) = 0. If x = (xo : X\ : X2) is a fixed point, then its order is defined as the maximum of the integers k such that F is divisible by the polynomial wk(poi,P02,Pl2) -(X0P12 -Z1P02 + X2Poi) fcIt is clear that the order of fixed points is greater than or equal to one. In the following, a fixed point of order k > 1 will be treated as k fixed points of order 1. Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the line X is determined by the equation X2 = 0. After some transformations of (2. 
